
No matter how large or small your project may be,
call Air Options today on 0800 0188423

CASE STUDY

GYM AIR CONDITIONING

Air Options has been designing / installing and maintaining equipment in
excess of 20 years and strives to provide industry leading products.
We where approached to design and install a package to improve temperature control
to a Gym that had recently been refurbished, with the client wishing to further
improve the experience for the customers by installing air conditioning systems
throughout.
Timing and neatness was critical for this project as the site had already been
refurbished to a very high standard and accurate marking out for supports / units and
infrastructure was needed to minimise any making good / builders works
redecoration. The Gym was also in use throughout the installation so a detailed
program was needed to ensure areas could be safely worked in for our engineers and
the safe use of the facilities by the clients during the installation.
The systems selected where high capacity ducted type units, all 1-1 split type units to
allow for individual units to be operated to separate timer schedules and set points.
 
Finish and appearance was very important to the client and these ducted units where
all fitted with bespoke supply air diffusers / plenums to make a feature of the
installation as opposed to trying to discrete the installation away.
 
We opted to supply and install systems manufactured by Panasonic as these offered
excellent build quality, are operating on the latest R32 refrigerant and a reputable /
reliable product needed for the long term improvement investment.
Systems where supplied and installed to offer:
✓ Temperature Control Throughout
✓ Reliable and Reputable Manufacturer
✓ Latest R32 Refrigerant
✓ Even Airflow Distribution
✓ Feature Installation.

Building: Single Storey Warehouse

Location: Essex

Objectives: Improve and Enhance User Comfort

Manufacturer: Panasonic

Heating & Cooling: YES

Refrigerant: R32

Format: Exposed With Bespoke Diffusers

Installation: Phased During Normal Working Hours

Value: >£15K

Timescale: 3 Weeks
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